
2901 Curry Ford Rd. Suite 1
Orlando FL 32806

Located inside The Organic Salon

407-970-4816

josiethehairstylist@gmail.com

www.josiesorganichairstudio.com

YOUR HEALTHY HAIR EXPERT



Before we meet in person, I'd love to tell you a little bit about myself.  I am
a certified Organic Colorist and the proud owner of The Organic Salon

here in Orlando, Florida.
 

A few years back I got really sick from an autoimmune condition that
forced me to stop working.  As I tried to put together the puzzle pieces for

a better life, I began to notice the connection between the chemicals I
used and my health.

 
Fast forward several years later and I can't believe how my life has

changed!  I am in constant gratitude for my health, a career that I love, and
that I'm able to help woman with similar stories along the way!

 
My husband and I have a rescued dog name Paisley.  I'm a love, peace
kinda gal and dream of a world filled with compassion and kindness.

When I'm not at the salon I love to meditate, shop for floral dresses, visit
gardens, and find any excuse to be surrounded by trees and nature. 

 

Now enough about me, let's see what I can do for you!

Hi, I'm Josie.  I'm so glad you're here!



Pre-Visit

 

Please arrive 10 minutes
before your scheduled
appointment time.
Plenty of parking is available
in the front & back of the
building.
When you arrive, please text
me at 407-970-4816. I will
text you back when the lobby
is free for you to come in.
Please come in with your
mask on.  I will greet you at
arrival & we will go from
there.

Your First Visit

Consultation
It's extremely common to be
nervous when meeting a new
hairstylist. My job is to put you

at ease.

Extra time is scheduled for
your first visit in order to fully

comprehend your desired
results.

Feel free to bring in photos to
help explain what you would

like to achieve.

From there, we will make a
game plan on how to make it

happen!
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Each appointment is designed for one
client at a time and to accommodate
sanitation.  As a result, appointments
are both limited and valuable.  New
policies have been put in place in

order to protect the financial liability
of last minute cancellations and

rescheduling.
 

Clients have up to 72 hours to cancel
or reschedule their appointments.

 
If outside that time frame, there will

be a fee in order to reschedule:
 

$25 for services booked 2.5 hours or
less

 
$50 for services booked over 2.5

hours

 

Cancellation PolicyScheduling Appointments

Canceling & Rescheduling

Booking your future appointment is
easy!  Get top pick and a guaranteed

spot by booking in advance.
 

To book online, simply visit:
 

www.josiesorganichairstudio.com

After making an appointment, the
system will text you a link.  Save this

number and use the link to adjust your
appointment as needed.



I SPECIALIZE IN:
 Natural tones & accent
highlights on medium to

long hair! 



All services include a blow-dry style

 

Detox Treatment, Haircut, & Style     $75+

Single Color Root Touch-Up & Style     $75+

Single All-Over Color & Style     $100+

Roots, Mini Highlight, & Style     $120+

Partial Highlight, Toner, & Style     $120+

Partial Balayage, Toner, & Style     $145+

ADD Haircut to Color Service     $25

 

LONG/THICK HAIR CHARGE     $10+

SERVICE MENU

Below is a simplified and complete price list of
all salon services offered.  

 
Services are intentionally limited to focus on healthier hair color.

 
Please note, the only hair lightening service I offer is partial

highlights and balayage. Due to the gentleness of the
products, it will only lift what your hair will allow.

 
An additional charge will be added to longer & thicker hair in

order to accommodate extra time and product needed for the
service.



Have additional questions?

email me or visit my website

 

josiethehairstylist@gmail.com

www.josiesorganichairstudio.com



Updated client information & policies:
 

Please use the same name, number and  e-mail
when booking future appointments online.

 
(Feel free to take a picture for your records)

Preferred First Name: ________________________________________
Last Name: ________________________________________________

Address/PO Box: ___________________________________________
City: _________________________   FL   Zip: ____________________

Cell phone # for text messages: ________________________________
E-mail for salon confirmations: _________________________________

How did you hear about me? __________________________________

NEW Cancellation Policy
 

Each appointment is designed for one client at a
time and to accommodate sanitation.  As a
result, appointments are both limited and

valuable.  New policies have been put in place
in order to protect the financial liability of last

minute cancellations and rescheduling.

 
Clients have up to 72 hours to cancel or

reschedule their appointments.
(Exceptions are COVID-19 related issues)

 
If outside that time frame, there will be a

fee in order to reschedule:
 

$25 for services booked 2.5 hours or less
 

$50 for services booked over 2.5 hours

SERVICE MENU

All services include a blow-dry style

 

Detox Treatment, Haircut, & Style     $75+

Single Color Root Touch-Up & Style     $75+

Single All-Over Color & Style     $100+

Roots, Mini Highlight, & Style     $120+

Partial Highlight, Toner, & Style     $120+

Partial Balayage, Toner, & Style     $145+

ADD Haircut to Color Service     $25

 

LONG/THICK HAIR CHARGE     $10+

 

An additional charge will be added to longer or

thicker hair in order to accommodate extra

time and product needed for the service.

To be filled out in
person


